THE SALAM WAY” BEHAVIOR/PERFORMANCE CONTRACT

Bathrooms
I agree to:
▪ keep the bathrooms clean
▪ not write on or damage the bathroom walls or stalls
▪ not put things in toilets or sinks that do not belong
▪ not throw wet toilet paper wads onto the ceiling or walls
▪ not splash water all over
▪ not waste paper towels (only 2 sheets to dry hands/face)
▪ throw paper towels in the garbage cans

Daily Grooming
As part of my focus on Islamic requirements and excellent health, I agree to:
▪ shower daily or at least wash my face thoroughly to look presentable
▪ wear deodorant every day
▪ brush my teeth every morning
▪ wash my hands often to prevent spread of germs (particularly during winter)
▪ keep my hair and fingernails clean and trimmed; No nail polish (girls)

Dress Code
I agree to:
▪ wear the required uniform every day
▪ keep my uniform washed, clean, and presentable
▪ keep my shoes clean and presentable
▪ wear clean socks
▪ keep my clothing Islamically loose and modest on “Out of Uniform Days”
▪ avoid apparel that advertises or depicts alcohol, drugs, nudity, tobacco products, satanic pictures, gang symbols, obscene language, obscene graphics, and /or phrases that are offensive to Islam.

Field Trips
While in public settings I agree to:
▪ respect the bus driver, remain seated at all times, and speak quietly
▪ keep the bus clean (NO trash left behind; place in garbage can or bag)
▪ listen and obey teachers and chaperones
▪ uphold Salam Core Values
▪ be respectful of other people and public property
▪ display polite manners (“please,” “thank you,” “excuse me”)
▪ remember that I am representing Islam, Salam School, and my family at ALL times

Hallway Behavior
I agree to:
▪ WALK safely on the right side (hallways and stairways)
▪ not push or shove
▪ not block the hallway when socializing quietly (keep to the side)
▪ keep my belongings in my locker and not leave anything in the hallway
▪ NOT vandalize or tear down any artwork or items hung up in the hallways
▪ greet people that pass by, especially visitors to our Islamic school
▪ hold the door open for the person behind me

Littering
I agree to keep my Islamic school clean by not littering in the:
▪ hallways
▪ bathrooms
▪ classrooms
▪ lunch room
▪ gymnasium
▪ school grounds
▪ school building functions

I agree that if I make a mess, I will clean up after myself.
**Lunchroom Etiquette**

To show good manners, I agree to:
- walk to the serving line (no pushing or shoving)
- act with good manners; **SPEAK QUIETLY**
- say “Please” and “Thank You” to the food servers/custodians
- remain seated at the table throughout the year
- recite the Dua’a before eating (Allahumma….)
- clean up my own area completely before leaving
- walk to the garbage can and return to my seat
- place my chair under the table when I leave
- line up immediately when asked
- leave the lunchroom when allowed

**Masjid and Prayer Etiquette**

As a sincere, devoted Muslim I agree to:
- wash for prayer correctly in order to make my prayer acceptable to Allah (S)
- leave my shoes only on the shelf to open the way for other Muslims to do so
- enter the masjid **silently**, walking to the line for prayer
- sit **silently** reciting Quran, supplications, or dhikr without disturbing others
- stand for prayer **silently** when the Iqamah is announced
- make my intentions to perform the prayer **CONCENTRATING ONLY** on pleasing and hoping for Allah’s acceptance
- **walk silently** out of the masjid when dismissed by the teacher
- quickly put on my shoes and **walk** to class

**Morning Assemblies, General Assemblies, & Dismissal Etiquette**

I agree to:
- be on time **every day before** the morning address begins
- line up in my class’s designated area
- listen to the speakers
- behave politely
- contribute to a quiet atmosphere
- discourage other’s from being impolite

**Profanity**

As a sincere, devoted Muslim I agree to:
- NEVER use vulgar words or swear words
- NEVER use insulting words (race, age, gender, social status)
- NEVER use profane gestures or gang signs

**Recess Behavior**

I agree to:
- go outside for recess when asked to.
- exit the building for recess **only** out the gym doors or designated doors
- NOT bring any food or drink outside
- stay away from the metal garbage containers, sheds, fence, and cars
- play only in the designated areas
- report to recess supervisor when a ball goes over the fence
- not leave the school grounds at anytime
- not throw snowballs, ice, or woodchips
- treat school property with respect
- line up immediately when the whistle is blown; no pushing or shoving
- cooperate fairly with other students (fighting is strictly not allowed)

**Textbooks**

I agree to be responsible for:
- taking care of my textbooks and keeping them clean (from food, drink, and being placed on the ground)
- keeping my textbooks in my possession **at all times**
- not leaving them in the hallways
- protecting all my textbooks with book covers during the entire school year

---

**The Salam Way**

Student Signature ___________________________ Date ____________